
Year 5 Support for Spelling
Spell unstressed vowels 
in words with several 
syllables.  

Spell words with 
common letter 
strings and 
different 
pronunciations. 

Explore spelling 
patterns of 
consonants and 
notice spelling 
rules. 

Explore less common 
prefixes and suffixes. 

Learn spelling rules for 
adding suffixes to 
words ending in e or -y 
and words containing ie. 

Review word roots, 
derivations and spelling 
patterns.

Sample words. 

abandoned, original,  
familia, carpet, animal,  
description, boundary,  
business, stationary,  
category, poisonous,  
dictionary, difference,  
different, deafening,  
definite, definitely,  
easily, library,  
marvellous, miserable,  
memorable, factory,  
hospital, family,  
primary, frightening,  
general, generous,  
generally, vegetable,  
doctor, geography,  
skeleton, jewellery,  
benefit, fattening,  
January, dandelion,  
medicine, television,  
similar, Wednesday,  
February, environment,  
government, handbag,  
handkerchief, cupboard, 
raspberry, sign, doubt, 
champagne, castle 

Sample words. 

-ight  
right, height, eight,  
-ear 
 pear, beard, rear, 
search 
-oo  
book, boot 
-ough 
plough,  cough, 
enough, though, 
bought 
-ie  
lie, field, niece 
-our 
colour, hour 
-cian  
optician,  magician 
-sion  
confusion, explosion 
-tion  
fiction, direction 
-ssion  
session , profession 

Sample words. 

ci-  
cinema, city, 
decimal, decide 

ce-  
ceiling, cereal,  
celebrate, 
December, recent 

cy-  
bicycle, cylinder, 
mercy 

ca-  
calendar, camera, 
cancel 

co-  
coat, cough  

Sample words. 

Prefixes meaning ‘not’ 

In-  
incapable, incredible 

Im-  
immature, immobile, 
impolite, impossible, 
impatient 

Ir-  
irregular, irresponsible 

Il-  
illegal, illogical 

Non- meaning ‘not’  
non-stick, non-stop, 
nonsense, non-fiction 

Anti- meaning ‘against’ 
antibiotic,  antiseptic,  
anti-clockwise 


Sample words. 

happy - happiness - 
happier - happiest - 
happily  

lazy - laziness  - lazier  
laziest - lazily  

ready  - readiness  -
readier  
readiest  - readily  

supply  - supplying  
supplied  - supplier  
carry  - carrying  
carried  - carrier  
marry  - marrying  
married  - marriage  

‘ous’ samples 
marvellous  
previous  
obvious  
continuous  

Sample words. 

Prefixes  

mis-  misunderstand, misuse 

over- overestimate, overload 

re-  reappear, reinvent 

dis-  disappear, disallow 

Suffixes 

-ance appliance 

-en  taken 

-ing  shopping 

-ed  looked  

Revise common Latin roots 
and their meaning,  
e.g. auto, graph, audi, trans  

automobile, telegraph, 
auditory, transatlantic


